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AEPI INDUSTRIE SRL  

(IMOLA FA NETWORK DI 13 

AZIENDE)

www.aepi-group.it 

(www.aepi-

group.it/imolafa.html)

Construction of special machinery, electrical and industrial plants, electrical and 

industrial automation, mechanical design, automation of process equipment, solutions 

for energy efficiency.

Packaging, tobacco, ceramics, food, paper, closures 

and containers tyre, sanitary, pumping and co-

generation, pharmacy.

end users

ALFA SRL www.alfadispenser.com
Color tester machine, fully automated and self-service. Color lab machine, ideal for paint 

laboratories to reproduce colors.
Manufactures of decorative paints. buyers

AREM ITALIA SRL www.arem.it

Arem Italia is a specialized supplier of personalized workwear and safety-wear, 

personalized sportswear and promotional-wear. Moreover It is a European leader in the 

manufacturing of embroidery patches, woven patches, pennants, banners and other 

typologies of sports and promotional products. All the articles are Made in Italy and with 

fast deliveries.

Workwear, safatey-wear, promotional wear, 

customization service for clothing, sportwear, 

accessories for sport, accessories for work.

agents, end users, distributors

BETT SISTEMI SRL www.bettsistemi.com
Components for machines (connectors, linear guides, structural profiles) components 

for conveyors (components for belt conveyors system, modular conveyors, roller 

conveyors system).

Automotive, food beverage, pharma.
agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers, costruttori

http://www.aepi-group.it/
http://www.aepi-group.it/
http://www.aepi-group.it/
http://www.alfadispenser.com/
http://www.arem.it/
http://www.bettsistemi.com/


CABLOTECH SRL www.cablotech.com
Electric wirings on customer's specifics, assembling of various kind for different power 

switchboards, assembling of groups and electromechanical/electronic equipment.

Cablotech supplies its products to multinational 

companies, groups and other customers offering the 

right solution with a high quality customized service 

for many different application as: multi purpose 

control cabinets, any kinds of control board, electro-

medical, dental units, railway, airport, parking pay 

unit, welder, metal cleaners machines, floor cleaners, 

packing machines.

end users

CHIAVETTE UNIFICATE SPA www.chiavette.com
Design and manufacture of spherical bearings, rod ends, ball joint, clevises, feather keys 

and special parts.

Motorcycles industry, pneumatic industry, dealers 

screws bolts end fasteners, gardening machinery, 

cables flexible, industrial suppliers dealers, electric 

motors, automatic gates, agricultural machinery, 

automatc machines for packaging, pneumatic 

actuators, dealers bearings, hydraulic distributors, 

earth moving machines, equipment for fitness.

agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

CO.MA.RI. SRL www.superlizzy.com
Design and production of automatic compacting machines for general waste, PET 

bottles, aluminium cans.

Specially suitable for fast foods and restaurants, but 

also for shopping centers, schools and universities, 

airports, station, hospitals, public institutions, 

theaters, cinemas, private companies and factories, 

sports and fitness centers, amusement parks, resorts, 

campings.

distributors

COMAR CONDENSATORI 

SPA
www.comarcond.com

Single and three phase Capacitors for LV and HV applications, a wide range of Automatic 

PFC included "detuned" type. Comar has experience in harmonics reduction, thei study 

has been so successful by Passive and Active Filter systems.

Electrical Energy and Quality Saving. agents, distributors, buyers

CT PACK SRL www.ctpack.com Automatic packaging machinery manufacturing for bakery, chocolate and ice cream.
Automatic packaging machinery lines for bakery, 

chocolate and ice cream.
agents, end users, buyers

EASYSNAP TECHNOLOGY 

SRL
www.easysnap.com

Sales of automatic patented single dose packaging machines for food, cosmetic and 

medical device products.

Single doses containers for: food, cosmetics and 

medical devices.
agents, end users

ESSETI SRL www.esseticircuiti.it

Monolayer-bilayers-multilayers-aluminium-teflon, guaranteed PCB sales and testing, 

imported from our approved suppliers. Production of gerber files using codes based only 

on paper documentation or single samples. Mechanical repairs, screen printing and 

surface finishes on batches not produced by us, electronic project, PCB and electronic 

reengineering, shop online.

Automotive industry, industrial electronics, high-

power electronics, broadcasting, LED-lighting, medical 

electronics, automotive industry, consumer 

electronics, agricultural electronics.

agents, end users, buyers

http://www.cablotech.com/
http://www.chiavette.com/
http://www.superlizzy.com/
http://www.comarcond.com/
http://www.ctpack.com/
http://www.easysnap.com/
http://www.esseticircuiti.it/


EUREK SRL www.eurek.it

Building or assembly of circuit boards in large or smaller batches. The company can also 

supply sample and pre-production batches, managing the production process as either 

the main contractor or subcontractor, and applying traditional technologies or SMT 

(Surface Mount Technology) to deliver factory-tested end products. 

Industrial dry-cleaning, medical appliances, 

automotive, telecommunication, food appliances.
end users, buyers

EUROCAB SRL www.eurocab-srl.com
Production of wire harnesses and swilthboards, electrical and electronic assemblies, 

wiring tools and machinery.

Electromedical, green energy, industrial automation, 

railway industry, scientific research, 

electromechanical, industrial devices, automatic 

machines and elevators.

end users, distributors, buyers

FAAC SPA www.faac.it
Gate automation, automatic doors, parking systems and access controls worldwide 

producer.
Residential and industrial applications. distributors

FACILITAS SRL www.facilitas.it
Design, manufacture and export stainless steel changing room lockers, broom and 

storage cupboards, stand-up desk and work tables in stainless steel for the food/food 

processing, dairy and pharmaceutical industry and large-scale supermarket trade.

General food/food processing;  meat, fish, poultry 

processing, dairy and pharmaceutical industry and 

large-scale supermarket trade.

agents, distributors, buyers

FANANI SRL www.fananitende.it Manufacture of covering systems, roller blinds, awnings, outdoor structures and spaces.
Solutions for covering systems, roller blinds, awnings 

and outdoor structure and spaces.
agents, distributors, buyers

FARBO SRL www.farbo.it Manufacturer of pneumatic valves, actuators, fittings and vacuum componenents. Automatic machines and industrial equipment. distributors, buyers

FARMAC ZABBAN SPA www.farmaczabban.it Dressing, electro-medicals, cosmetics, ecological sanitary towels and pantyliners.
Medical devices and cosmetics for hospital and 

pharmacy.
distributors, buyers

FIVE SRL www.wayel.it
Five is the italian leader company that designs, manufactures and sells unique Electric 

Bikes, without chain and with shaft drive or belt transmission, and electric mopeds. 

Five is part of Termal Group. Trade and distribution in 

sectors of energy, ecology and thermotechnology.
agents, distributors, buyers

GECAM SRL www.gecam-srl.com
Specialized on the cut of technical materials through milling machines, water jet, die 

cutting and cutter. The manufactures are based on drawings or on patterns using 

different rigid and flexible raw materials.

Sealing applications, sound proofing, electrical and 

thermal insulations, air and fluid filtration.
agents, end users, buyers

GIGANT Italia SRL www.gigant-industries.com
Production of several families of Hydraulic Presses and Production Lines, designed in 

different Range of power from a minimum of 400 up to 25000 kN, and featuring 

working tables over 5 metres, also mobile.

Automotive and houseware appliance. agents, end users, distributors

GILLI SRL www.gilbo.biz
Automatic lathes up to a bar passage of 100 diameter, special taking-up machining up to 

250 diameter and trasfer lines, automatic lathes: CNC up to 12 axis, single-spindle, multi-

spindle, sliding headstock, standard and special fasteners for plastics and metals.

Small turned components for electronic, medical, 

food, mechanical, furniture and pneumatic industry.
agents, end users, distributors

http://www.eurek.it/
http://www.eurocab-srl.com/
http://www.faac.it/
http://www.facilitas.it/
http://www.fananitende.it/
http://www.farbo.it/
http://www.farmaczabban.it/
http://www.wayel.it/
http://www.gecam-srl.com/
http://www.gilbo.biz/


GOVONI SAS www.govonisas.com
Electrical wiring harnesses and dashboards; spiral cables, electrical power frames for 

automation.

Heavy duty operating machines, agricultural 

machines, paving machines. Machine-tools, power 

sector.

agents, buyers

GRAFICHE DELL'ARTIERE 

SRL
www.graficartiere.com Graphic and paper industry.

Production of catalogues, books, monographs and 

press kits.

agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

GRANDI R SRL www.grandi.it Projecting and manufacturing of automatic machines for packaging. Food and non-food areas. agents, end users, distributors

ILCA TARGHE SRL www.ilcatarghe.it

Anodized aluminium name plates and fascia panels, silk screen printing, plates cups and 

prizes, plates for engraving brass and aluminium, anodized industrial panels, panels and 

keyboards in polyester and polycarbonate, automotive plates, tables, perimeter sheet or 

polypropylene self-adhesive labels, pre-spaced and roll, screen printing on any type of 

material.

The typologies of their products are very various and 

they find application in many different sector.
agents, end users, buyers

ILPO SRL www.ilpospa.com
development and production on customer drawing of polyurethane components, 

development, production and distribution of furniture products

vending machines, medical devices, automatic 

machines contract and residential furniture (soft 

seating, chair, stools, sofas)

agents, distributors, buyers

IMA SPA www.ima.it Machines for processing and packaging for the food, pharma, cosmetic industries.
Food, tea & coffee, pharma and cosmetic 

nutraceutical.
buyers

IMAS AEROMECCANICA SRL www.imas.it
Vacuum systems and air depurations in working environment and atmospheric 

insertion.

Application in many different sectors: wood, plastic, 

rubber, foundry, die casting, plate manufacturing and 

metal finishing, mechanical manufacturing, recycling, 

graphics, chemical systems, polymer manufacturing, 

metal heat treatment, galvanism, painting, food.

agents, end users

LINK GRUPPO SPA www.linkspa.it
Distrubution and manifacture of cutting tools and industrial equipments for 

metalworking operation.

Manufacturing plant, metalworking 

laboratories/workshops.
agents, distributors, end users

MASCAGNI SPA www.mascagniufficio.it Office furniture, seatings and demountable wall partitions, acoustic panels. Furnishing and office interiors.
agents, distributors, buyers, 

end users

MECCANICA SARTI SRL www.meccanicasarti.com

Mechanical machining and construction of industrial components following the drawing 

of customer. Complete supply from the raw material (cast-iron and aluminium castings) 

to finishing (surface treatments or painting), including dimensional checking, pressure 

test and assembling if required.

Machines, plants or parts for different kind of 

industries: packaging (food, cigarettes, 

pharmaceutical), oil and gas, railway, textile, pumps 

and filters, decanters, heat exchangers, engines 

constructors, tooling machines, power transmission, 

robots, aeronautic, wood cut machines, oleo-dynamic, 

lift, truck lift, trucks and tractors.

end users, buyers

MINERVA OMEGA GROUP 

SRL
www.laminerva.it Professional equipment for restaurants, catering, retail, small industry.

Meat processing, food processing, packaging, food 

preservation.
distributors

http://www.govonisas.com/
http://www.graficartiere.com/
http://www.grandi.it/
http://www.ilcatarghe.it/
http://www.ilpospa.com/
http://www.ima.it/
http://www.imas.it/
http://www.linkspa.it/
http://www.mascagniufficio.it/
http://www.meccanicasarti.com/
http://www.laminerva.it/


MINUTECNICA BOLOGNESE 

SAS di Martello Andrea  & 

c.

www.minutecnicabolognese

.it
Production of precision turned parts for third parties. Automotive, hydraulic valves, plasma cutting. agents, end users, buyers

MOLLIFICIO GUIDI SRL www.molleguidi.it Production of springs and metal shaped pieces.

Automatic machines, packaging industry, automotive, 

medical devices, pneumatic industry, hydraulic 

industry, agricolture, home appliances, food 

machinery, electromechanical industry, textile 

machinery, manufacture of motorcycles.

distributors, end users, buyers

MT MOTORI ELETTRICI SRL www.electricmotorsmt.com Electric motors.

Machine tools, machines for the canning industry, 

conveyors in general (airport, super markets), packing, 

conveyors for food industrial sector doors opening.

end users, distributors

MWM ITALIA SRL www.mwmautomotive.com Systems  and components for  body shops. Automotive. agents, distributors, buyers

NUOVA C. PLASTICA SRL www.camoli.com
Blowing and injection of plastic material. CAD-CAM Design. Mould building for plastic 

material application.

Waste management, technical application and plastic 

application.
distributors, buyers

NUOVA TORNERIA 

ZANOTTI  SRL
www.ntz.it Production of high precision mechanical parts, used in several fields.

General mechanic, oil pressure parts, hydraulic, 

automotive, electro mechanic, electromedical 

equipment, naval equipment and others.

end users, distributors, buyers

ORPLAST SNC di Ori 

Giovanna Brusori Claudio & 

C

www.orplast.it Production of any type of plastic shopping bags and selling of bags in other materials. Industry, packaging and others. distributors

PASQUALI SRL www.pasqualigroup.it Semi-finished and finished goods made of iron, stainless steel and aluminium.

Various commodities sectors (agriculture, automotive, 

furniture, lighting, plant design, heating, electronic 

equipment).

agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

PERSICETO MARMI DI GIAN 

LUCA BERNARDINI
www.persicetomarmi.it artisan workshop of marble and granite furniture, roof, wall covering, custom made end users, distributors, buyers

PLASTOD SPA www.plastod.com Plasters, adhesive dressings, advanced wound dressings. Pharmacies, hospitals, private clinics, mass market. distributors, buyers

PLAX SPA www.plax.it

The Plax group offers customers different technologies in order to provide various 

services, starting from consultancy, tecnical and design projects and rapid  prototyping, 

and on to production of thermoformed and injection moulded articles throught its 

different division in Italy, Romania and China.

Moulding (by thermoforming and injection) and 

assembling of plastic components.
end users, distributors, buyers

http://www.minutecnicabolognese.it/
http://www.minutecnicabolognese.it/
http://www.molleguidi.it/
http://www.electricmotorsmt.com/
http://www.mwmautomotive.com/
http://www.camoli.com/
http://www.orplast.it/
http://www.pasqualigroup.it/
http://www.persicetomarmi.it/
http://www.plastod.com/
http://www.plax.it/


PRIAMO SRL www.priamosrl.it
Design, development and manufacturing of machines and automatic lines for the timber 

industry, producing veneer and wooden packaging.

Market sector of wooden packaging for food: fruits, 

vegetables, fish and dairy products.
agents, end users, buyers

RCD SRL www.rcd.it Automotive and agricultural products.
Truck trailers, light van, agricultural tractors and 

special vehicles, industrial pneumatic tools.
end users, distributors

RIVIT SRL www.rivit.it Rapid fastening systems to join metals and relevant installation tools. Automotive and mechanical supplying.
agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

SEFA ACCIAI SRL www.sefa.it Trade and manufacture of semi-finished special steel. Production holds and construction machinery parts. end users, distributors, buyers

SIPLA SRL www.siplaprosgm.com Integrated supplier of automation systems. Packaging machinery and automation systems. distributors, buyers

SIRMET ELETTRICA  SRL www.sirmet.it
Construction, repair, change features, review of electrical HV, MV, IV transformers. 

Purification insulating dielectric oils also on site. Special windings.

Companies with electrical substation or that want to 

install it and installers of industrial electrical implants.

agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

SIT Società Italiana 

Tecnospazzole spa
www.sitbrush.com

Wire brushes for power tools (grinder, drill, wheel sander) hand brushes, technical 

brushes custom-made for pipeline industry (pipe coating removal, weld preparation, 

weld cleaning), tire retreading industry, wood industry, food industry, rolling mills.

Industrial Wire Brushes manufacturing and sale.
agents, end users, distributors, 

buyers

TEC SRL www.tec.fe.it
Design, production, installation and marketing of metal, mechanical, oleodynamic, and 

electrical structures and products

Hydraulic works to conservation and safeguarding of 

the environment, dam, water treatment plant, river 

navigation.

end users, buyers

TECNA SPA www.tecna.net
Production and sale of machines and systems for welding, relevant accessories and 

instruments, automation in general.

Metallic industrial products, repair in car body shops, 

assembly lines.
distributors

TECNOLAMIERA SRL www.tecnolamiera.it
Sheet metal working company. Production of articles using the full range of the sheet 

metal machining processes and various raw material (aluminium, iron, stainless steel, 

zinc plated steel).

Coffee machines sector, agricolture, ceramic machines 

sector, food and drink industry (winemaking sector), 

textile machines sector, civil installations.

agents, end users, buyers

TECNOTREND 

AUTOMAZIONE SRL
www.tecnotrend.com

Design and production of automatic machines for dosage and capping of 

pharmaceutical powder and liquid into vials/bottles.
Pharmaceutical and cosmetic field. agents, end users, distributors

TEKMATIC SRL www.tekmatic.it
Manufacturer of pneumatic components: valves, solenoid, valves controls, cylindres, 

fittings and air preparation.

Tekmatic products can be used in all industrial sectors: 

dry-cleaning machines, packaging machines and 

timber processing, marble and ceramic processing, 

automatic machines in general.

agents, end users, distributors

http://www.priamosrl.it/
http://www.rcd.it/
http://www.rivit.it/
http://www.sefa.it/
http://www.siplaprosgm.com/
http://www.sirmet.it/
http://www.sitbrush.com/
http://www.tec.fe.it/
http://www.tecna.net/
http://www.tecnolamiera.it/
http://www.tecnotrend.com/
http://www.tekmatic.it/


TOR MECCANICA SRL www.tormeccanica.it

Precision machining of steel and of alloy characterized by a great experience in the 

mechanical finishing of hardened steels due to an hi-tech production department 

(turning, milling, grinding and EDM) and metrology constantly updated on new 

technology solutions.

Components and mounted group for automatic 

machines for packaging or tobacco and tool machines.
buyers

VIBOLT SRL UNIPERSONALE www.gberardi.com
Distribution of standard and custom made screws and bolts and custom made special 

items.
Small metal parts, fasteners. distributors, end users

SIMONI SRL www.simoni.eu production of industrial brushes
packaging, wood industry, food industry, ceramics, 

graphics
buyers

AUTOMA BM SRL www.automabm.it Manufacturer of extrusion blow moulding machine for the production of plastic bottles

Bottle for fresh and UTH milk, detergents, motor oil, 

cosmetics, pharmaceutical, industrial jerry cans, 

polycarbonate bottle for water dispenser. Plastic 

containers up to 100 liters and technical items for 

automotive industry

end users, buyers

POGGIPOLINI SRL www.poggipolini.it
Technical weight reduction solutions, critical components and structural fastening 

systems for the automotive, aerospace and motorsports industries

Mechanical application and weight reduction 

solutions.
End users, buyers

DELTA CHIODATRICI E IMPIANTI 

PER COSTRUZIONE PALLET SRL
www.deltaitaly.com

design and manufacturing of nailing machines and lines for the automatic production of 

wooden pallets
manufacturing industry agents, distributors

www.priatherm.com Design and manufacturing of cooling solutions and heat sinks

Thermal management and cooling of electronical 

power devices in several industrial applications (green 

energies, e-mobility, traction, broadcasting, medical)

agents, buyers, distributors

www.algotex.com digital plotters for the garment industry digital plotter agents, buyers, distributors

ADVANCED TECHNE SRL: 

PRIATHERM DIVISION, 

ALGOTEX DIVISION

http://www.tormeccanica.it/
http://www.simoni.eu/
http://www.automabm.it/
http://www.deltaitaly.com/
http://www.priatherm.com/
http://www.algotex.com/


Ocem Airfield Technology is a global full portfolio provider of airfield ground lighting 

systems and turn-key solutions. With a long histrory and qualified references worldwide, 

we propose a complete range of certified products in compliance with the main 

international standards (ICAO, IEC, FAA). We are able to meet the needs of every type of 

airport, thanks to our wide product portfolio that includes: full range of both LED and 

traditional halogen inset and elevated lights for approach, runway, taxiway and 

guidance sign, single-phase and three-phase constant current regulators, advanced 

solution to control and monitoring circuits and lights.

Ocem Airfield Technology now is a division of Energy 

Technology srl with Augier Energy (France) and Multi 

Electric (USA)

distributors, buyers

Ocem develops Power Electronics applications for scientific research (particles physics, 

plasma phisycs), biomedical use, advanced industry and transportation systems. For 

advanced laboratories and international excellence centers, leading users of advantaced 

scientific solutions and of railroad transportation we have designed and manufactured  

high-permormance converters, power supply systems, high voltage modulators, 

complex solid state and/or hybrid switches, auxiliary equipment, data transmission 

systems optical fiber-based, power supplies for ion pumps, medium power converters 

for the services of railway rolling stock.

Ocem Power Electrics: since 1943 we have focused 

our activities on power electronics for scientific 

research, with a flexible customer-oriented approach. 

Our main commitment is in the field of: plasma 

physics, partcle accelerators, industrial applications, 

medical particle therapy, superconductivity, radio 

frequency systems, transportation

distributors, buyers

MANZ ITALY www.manz.com
Engineering, manufacturing and installation of Automatic Machines for Capacitors and Li-

Ion Batteries mass production 

Consumer (PC, Laptop, tablet, smartphones etc), 

Industrial (wind power, lightening, energy storage, 

solar etc), Automotive (e-mobility: EV, HEV, PEV etc), 

Military

agents, distributors, buyers

COSWELL SPA www.coswell.biz
Production and distribution of personal well-being products, thanks to the deep 

knowledge and experience in herbal science in combination with innovation and 

technology.

Functional herbal teas, teas, functional coffee food 

supplements in capsules, sticks, active caps.
distributors

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY SRL www.ocem.com

http://www.manz.com/
http://www.ocem.com/

